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CODE aster professional network

Continuity of
exchanges
Through 2 virtual
meetings on

2020 December 3rd
2021 May 20th
Probably a physical
meeting in

<user community of
CODE aster and salome_meca

New members
2021
FRANCE
GAIATECH

Information content:

• Open source and ProNet
• CODE aster as a research platform
• CODE aster as an industrial platform
• CODE aster as an educational platform
• CODE aster for service providers

October 2021

April 2021

Jean-Raymond Lévesque
Sylvie Courtier-Arnoux

Active members in
23 countries
in the world

Representatives of CODE aster ProNet
contact@code-aster-pronet.org

[Award] SIXENCE NECS, member of our network, Winner of the Grand Prix Sfen 2021
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TRAINING
Normally several training sessions for CODE aster and salome_meca are proposed
each year, but in the context of the COVID 19 pandemic, some adaptations were
necessary : please contact the different teams directly.

www.phimeca.com/Formations

www.aego.ai/training

www.code-aster-services.org

www.code-aster.de/services

www.cevaa.com

www.vonstein-partner.de

Formazione Continua
fondazione dell’ordine degli ingegneri
della provincia di Milano
A new training session will be held in China next March
2021. The session revolves around Dynamics Analysis
will be given by EDF China and our partner YuanSuan.
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CORSO BASE CODE-ASTER E SALOME-MECA
The aim of the course is the introduction to finite element
structural calculation in the mechanical field, with open
tools.
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TRAINING
· “
·

·

<

aeroengineering services
in Indonesia

·

·

<

www.scopeingenieria.com

<
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Persalys for the treatment of uncertainty with OpenTURNS library
Karina MACCOCO
PHIMECA Engineering – France

*

Persalys is a GUI dedicated to the treatment of uncertainty and the management of variabilities. The software is a
tool between the computer simulation, probabilistic analyses and the data sciences. The interface is available in French
or in English.
Persalys allows to:
•

create mathematical models: analytical, coupling with an external model (finite elements, ...), FMI

•

analyze the variability of your parameters thanks to many methods and visualisation tools

•

statistically analyze your measuring data, infer probability distributions or create metamodels

Persalys is the product of a partnership between Phimeca and EDF. It mainly uses the OpenTURNS library as
computation engine.

To be able to use the different features of Persalys, it is essential to define a model. There are various types.
Vectorial functions:
• Symbolic model: directly create your mathematical model with symbolic functions.
• Python model: create a more complex model in Python language.
• FMI model: import your system model using Functional Mock-up Interface format.
• Coupling model: realize a coupling with an external calculation code.
Field functions:
• Symbolic field model: create a simple mathematical model of which one or several outputs is a 1-D field.
• Python field model: create a Python model of which outputs are 1-D fields.
Data analysis:
• Data model: import your measures set for analysis.
The probabilistic model makes it possible to define the probability distributions for each of your parameters. A large
number of distributions are available, both continuous and discrete. You may also define the correlation between
your variables thanks to copulas.
Defining the probabilistic model unlocks some features in Persalys such as:
• Sensitivity analysis
• Optimization / calibration
• Metamodeling / response surface
• Reliability analysis
Persalys is a standalone software but it is also available on the Salome_meca platform. Some examples and videos are
available on the following link https://persalys.fr/.
In its introductory training courses to the Salome_meca platform, Phimeca initiates its trainees to the use of the most
relevant functionalities of Persalys within the framework of structural calculations with CODE aster.
This training starts with a simple study with AsterStudy. Then, each module of Salome_meca involved in this study is
seen in detail. Then, the trainee can choose between two more complex studies: thermo-mechanical analysis or
nonlinear analysis with contact. Parametric studies with Persalys are performed (for more information see:
https://www.phimeca.com/en/support-services/training-courses/os-course-introduction-to-the-salome-meca-platform)
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Expanding on the China FEA market through partnership with
Yuansuan
Thomas METAIS
EDF CAE software exclusive partner – China

During the course of the year 2020, EDF has signed a business partnership agreement with the Hangzhou-based cloud
services technology company Yuansuan.
Yuansuan in a nutshell:
SaaS platform access provider with software suite accessible remotely
Yuansuan ties together Technology, with
120 employees as of beginning 2021
cutting edge cloud computing techniques
– Insight, through association with
Key dates:
Forbes500 companies and world-class
Created in 2016
industrial leaders – to bring Engineering
Strategic partnership
with Siemens for CAD in 2018
solutions, through an impressive scope of
Strategic partnership with EDF in 2019
online offer and online services.
The Yuansuan offer ranges from IT services, with installation and management of computing calculation capacity and
private cloud systems, to cloud based access to professional software (ANSYS, Abaqus, etc…). The last addition in the
Yuansuan offer is a full access to open-source EDF software, including code_aster, but also Telemac for hydraulic
studies, code_saturne for CFD and OpenTurns for uncertainty modelling.

EDF and Yuansuan signature ceremony – July
2020 in Hangzhou

“How to make business out of open-source software on the Chinese
market?” is the challenge EDF and Yuansuan have decided to take.
2020 has already shown that there is a strong interest for this solution
with the signature of the first contracts. The key point of the Yuansuan
solutions is the capability of making dedicated tailor-made apps to suit
customer needs and democratize CAE, saving engineers the hassle of
building models and meshes from scratch.
The EDF solutions are developed and placed on the GeWu platform.

GeWu comes from the ancient scholar Zheng Xuan from the Eastern Han Dynasty (25 – 220 AD) and was promoted as
a learning method 格物致知 consisting in “studying deep into the root of matter and dig into the heart of fact to find
the correct answer and knowledge”. Today, by taking full advantage of 5G techniques and web-based platform, infinite
calculation power can be nested

GeWu online platform snapshot
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Numerical buckling behaviour of CFRP panels subjected to compressive stress
Alessandro CASTRIOTA - Riccardo NOBILE

Universita de SALENTO - Italy
The buckling behaviour constitutes a fundamental aspect of mechanical design in the aeronautical sector, as the critical
load originated by instability is often lower than the failure limit of the structure itself. For this reason, in addition to the
fundamental experimentation on full-scale specimens, it is useful to carry out simulations with FEM models able to
estimate the first compressive critical load and the corresponding buckling behaviour. Two numerical case studies of
CFRP aeronautical panels were considered to estimate the buckling behaviour in code aster.
In the first case, a CFRP aeronautical panel reinforced with five glued longitudinal stringers and two ribs fixed with
titanium alloy rivets was analysed; a cut in the centre of the panel simulates an impact damage. The pre-processing
was performed in Salome Meca; all parts of the panel were modelled as surfaces, except the rivets modelled as lines.
A mapped mesh was created, choosing shell type elements (DKT) for the surfaces and beam type (POU-D-E) for the
rivets. The stringers-skin bonding was simulated with a coupling (LIASON COQUE). Finally, a numerical model with
17136 elements was obtained. In order to evaluate how the buckling varied between the intact panel and the damaged
panel, a numerical model of the intact panel was created eliminating the saw cut at the centre. The results showed how
the presence of the damage substantially changed the buckling mode, passing from an antisymmetric to a symmetric
buckling mode. The buckling loads of the two analysed cases are very similar to each other.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1. (a) Constraints and load of the numerical model; (b) numerical buckling mode intact panel; (c) numerical buckling mode damage panel

In the second case, the buckling phenomenon of an aeronautical CFRP panel equipped with four omega stringers glued
to the skin was evaluated. A numerical model was created in Code Aster, after having previously created the geometry
and the mesh, of the mapped type, respectively in the Geometry module and in the Mesh module of Salome Meca.
Following the same procedure, the model was built using shell-type elements with DKT formulation and constraining
the degrees of freedom of the stringers on the panel with a coupling (LIASON COQUE). Finally, a numerical model of
40652 elements was obtained. The analysis was conducted by varying the constraints of the structure: in the first case,
the presence of anti-buckling guides on the edges of the panel parallel to the longitudinal direction was considered,
while in the second case these constraints were not present. The analysis highlighted a similar buckling mode between
the two constraints conditions considered, with a limited variation of the first buckling load. In both cases, the numerical
models showed good agreement with experimental data detected on the full-scale specimens of the two panels.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2. (a) Numerical model; (b) numerical buckling mode with anti-buckling constraints; (c) numerical buckling mode without anti-buckling constraints

Reference
Castriota, V. Dattoma, B. Gambino, R. Nobile, A. Saponaro, Experimental behavior of a CFRP damaged panel subjected to compressive
stress, Procedia Structural Integrity 24 (2019), p. 279–288
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IFC-Driven Code_Aster Analyses for Buildings
Johannis CHRISTOVASILIS – Lorenzo RIPARBELLI

Aether Engineering – Italy
IFC- Driven Code_Aster Analyses for Buildings
•
•
•

Need for a data schema that covers the specific aspects of buildings;
a layer of abstraction above the typical layer of a finite-element analysis pipeline
Need for BIM … Building Information Modelling
Use IFC, the established openBIM ISO standard, for the description of the building data

Industry Foundation Class - IFC:
•
•
•

Developed by buildingSMART International (bSI)
Provides a complete set of data models for the description of building assets in all needed disciplines of the
Architecture, Engineering and Construction (AEC) Sector
It includes entities specific for Structural Analysis!!

Present some of the fundamental Open Source projects related to the IFC format and to the
structural engineering domain
•
•
•

Blender and the BlenderBIM Add-on
ifc2ca: IFC-Toadapt: Assembly for Design and Analysis

IFC to Code_Aster
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Code-Aster Professional Online Courses at Ingenieurbüro für Mechanik
Johannes ACKVA
Ingenieurbüro für Mechanik – Germany
The long-years' and well-proven Code-Aster courses of Ingenieurbüro für Mechanik have been transferred to be online
available. The Appetizer Course is free of charge and can be registered for at https://www.codeaster.de/services/seminars-and-training.html
The aim is to give an insight to the didactical concept and to whet the appetite to go on learning and using Code-Aster.
The following courses are now online available:
Course Title
QuickStart
Introduction
Dynamics
Thermal

#days
#weeks
3
5
2
2

Content blocks
PrePost
PrePost

Study
Study

Solid
Solid

Structural

Contact
Contact

NonlinMat
Dynamics
Thermal

The QuickStart course is a subset of the Introduction course which is completed by the content blocks Structural
Elements and Nonlinear Materials. The duration is in days for the in-class-course, in weeks for the online-course.
Even in the online courses there is a strong interaction between the learner and the teacher:
•
•

Web-meetings to discuss the Videos' and Course script's content,
Exchange of homework (delivery and feedback) related to the course topics

Particular strengths of the online courses are:
• the longer duration of a course (weeks!) allowing the student to learn at his/her own pace,
• an individualization, due to face-to-face web lessons and homework responding to the student's individual needs
A virtual machine can be provided with all software and employed tools already installed, see figure.
All course media are also installed to provide a uniform working environment and easier

<
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GAIATECH interest for CODE aster
Jacques MONNET
GAIATECH – France

GAIATECH specializes in the field of digital geotechnical recognition of implantation sites for the construction of civil
engineering works, residential and commercial buildings, sports facilities and landscaping.
The company implements the scientific and technical means to respond to the new risks of the 21st century in the field
of Geotechnics and Sustainable Development, at several levels :
• Natural risks linked to the natural variability of the soil
• Hydraulic risks linked to internal erosion of hydraulic structures (earthen dam, dry or wet dikes ….)
The ability of the CODE aster to model and predict the behavior and interaction of civil engineering structures with their
environment is an essential asset in the design and maintenance of structures.
Also the first types of studies envisaged relate to the interactions between deep foundations (piles) and underground
structures (tunnels).
Subsequently, scientific advances in the field of unsaturated soils will lead GAIATECH to the introduction into the code
of a behavior of the Unsaturated Non-Drained type with determination of the suction, in relation to the degree of
saturation, then of the constraints. effective in relation to suction.
These developments will allow the calculation of the compaction of embankments and earth dikes and dams and more
generally the calculation of the deformation of the foundations.

SOKARIS Ingenierie and Spartacus3D sign a strategic partnership
Jean-Pierre GAUDET
SOKARIS Ingenierie – France
Sokaris Ingenierie and Spartacus3D offer a global solution
Design - Optimization – Industrialization
Phase 1: Studies and project management
Sokaris Ingenierie today supports with CODE aster
the design, optimization and management of
technical projects for metal components on behalf of
Spartacus3D.

Phase 2: Serial additive manufacturing
Our industrial partner, a subsidiary of the Farinia
group, then intervenes in the industrialization
phase. It benefits from a mass production capacity
and masters the following materials:
Titanium alloys, nickel / cobalt / chromium based
superalloys, stainless steels and aluminum.
By combining all of our expertise, we intend to offer our customers tailor-made solutions with high added value.
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